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Magma Grills

Gourmet Series Features:
Rolled edge construction is safer and elegant
Glass viewing port on the infrared models
Dynamic combustion system stays lit in breezy conditions
Electronic ignition, lights fi rst time every time

Full size inner safety shell
Easy-to-read all S/S hermetically sealed thermometer
100% 18-9 mirror polished stainless steel
Convenient snap-out dual radiant plate
Large cooking grill
Oversized perfectly balanced lockable lid
Full-length handle
Front access, lock-in place grease tray
Swivelling valve regulator
Fold-Away legs
All Magma Gas Grills use standard disposable 1-lb. 
propane canisters or adapt to on-board LPG (propane)
or CNG (natural gas) systems (See page xxx)

CLASSIC 

OR 

INFRARED

Magma off ers the largest selection of mounting options and
accessories to customize your grill to your boat.

Magma Catalina Series II
▪ 12" x 18" cooking grill
▪ Large upper grill, for slow grilling or

for warming food such as vegetables or bread 
▪Grilling area: 315 sq. in.

Primary:  12" x 18"
Secondary:  5-1/2" x 18"

MGP A10-1218-2-CSA
MGP A10-1218-2GS-CSA Infrared

Parts:
MGP 10-1056C Centre, infrared anti-fl are screen
MGP 10-1056L Left, infrared anti-fl are screen
MGP 10-1056R Right, infrared anti-fl are screen

GOURMET SERIES II

Shown with 
optional mount  
& serving shelf 

(sold separately)

A10-1218-2GS-CSA

GOURMET SERIES II

Shown with 
optional mount  
& serving shelf 

(sold separately)

Magma Newport Series 2
▪ 9" x 18" cooking grill 
▪Grilling area: 162 sq. in.
MGP A10-918-2-CSA
MGP A10-918-2GS-CSA Infrared

 A10-918-2GS-CSA
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Magma Grills & Mounts

Connoisseur Series Features:
Inner Safety Shell
100% 18-9 mirror polished stainless steel
Convenient snap-out radiant plate
Oversized perfectly balanced lockable lid
Full-length handle
Front access, lock-in-place grease tray
Swivelling valve/regulator
Fold-away legs

CONNOISSEUR SERIES

Magma TrailMate
 ▪ Small and compact
 ▪ Fold-away legs
 ▪ Front access, lock-in-place grease tray
 ▪Grilling area: 108 sq. in.
Primary:  9" x 12"

MGP A10-801-CSA

Magma Rectangular Grill Mounts

Magma Dual Rail Mounts
 ▪ Incredibly strong and rigid, will not 
slip on the rail
 ▪A unique pivoting design which 
allows them to attach to curved rails 
or across the corner of a stern rail

MGP T10-580 7/8" or 1" round rail
MGP T10-585 1-1/8" or 1-1/4" round rail

HD

Magma Vertical "LeveLock" Round Rail Mount 
 ▪ Standard duty mounts are designed for use while anchored or 
moored.  
 ▪Although strong and versatile they 
should be stowed while underway 
 ▪ Fits round rails 7/8" or 1"

MGP T10-780

Magma off ers the largest selection of mounting options and
accessories to customize your grill to your boat.

Magma ChefsMate
 ▪ Fold-away legs
 ▪ Front access, lock-in-place grease tray
 ▪Grilling area: 162 sq. in.

   Primary:  9" x 18" 
MGP A10-803-CSA

CONNOISSEUR SERIES Shown with 
optional mount  
& serving shelf 

(sold separately)

Magma Cabo
 ▪ Fold-away legs
 ▪ 100%  mirror polished stainless steel
 ▪Heat resistant all weather plastic 
handle with air cooled supports
 ▪ Convenient snap-out radiant plate
 ▪Oversized, balanced, lockable lid
 ▪ Swiveling control valve/regulator
 ▪ Locking grease tray accessible from either side
 ▪Grilling area: 162 sq. in.

   Primary:  9" x 18" 
MGP A10-703-CSA

ADVENTURE SERIES Shown with 
optional mount  
& serving shelf 

(sold separately)

Magma Dual Extended
Rail Mounts

 ▪Allows mounting of Gourmet Series 
Grills out over the water
 ▪ The quick-disconnect system allows 
quick disassembly leaving no 
hardware on the rail

MGP T10-680 1" round rail
MGP T10-685 1-1/4" round rail

HD

Magma
Dual Bulkhead or Rail Mount

 ▪Attaches to any vertical fl at surface 
such as bulkheads, hulls, transoms 
or cabin sides
 ▪Horizontal rails up to 2-1/4" high by 
any depth
 ▪Vertical rails up to 1- 5/8" wide by any depth
 ▪ Some fasteners required for installation

MGP T10-540 Bulkhead, square or fl at rail

HD

Magma Dual Extended
Square Rail Mount

 ▪Attaches to square or fl at rails
 ▪ Can also attach to any fl at vertical 
surface such as bulkheads, gunnels, 
transoms, or cabin sides
 ▪ Some fasteners required for complete installation

MGP T10-640 Rails up to 2-1/4" high

HD

Magma Dual Extended
Square Rail Mount

 ▪Attaches to square or fl at rails
 ▪ Can also attach to any fl at vertical 
surface such as bulkheads, gunnels, 
transoms, or cabin sides
 ▪ Some fasteners required for complete installation

MGP T10-641 Rails up to 4-1/8" high
HD

Heavy Duty - Designed specifi cally for grilling underwayHD

Magma Round Rail Mounts
 ▪ Extremely strong and features 
2-way adjustment for horizontal 
levelling
 ▪Quickly detaches without tools
 ▪ Leaves no hardware on the rail

MGP T10-380 7/8" or 1" round rail
MGP T10-385 1-1/8" or 1-1/4" round rail
MGP T10-390 1-1/2" round rail
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Magma 
Locking Slide Mount, Vertical Surface 

 ▪ Swiveling quick-release top mounting bracket; 
instantly disconnects and provides 360° rotation
 ▪ Twist lock levelling collar; allows all angle 
adjustment
 ▪Quick disconnect spring-lock pin instantly 
detaches mounting arm from receiver plate for 
convenient disassembly and storage
 ▪All components made from hard anodized 
aluminum
 ▪ Compatible with rectangular marine grills & 
single mount tables
 ▪ Purchase additional receiver plates to utilize 
additional installation locations
 ▪ Standard duty mounts are designed for use while 
anchored or moored. Although strong and versatile, 
they should be stowed while underway 
 ▪Dimensions: H: 19.17" x Depth: 14.36"

MGP T10-345
Accessories:

MGP T10-346 Receiver plate assembly

Magma Mounts

Magma Pedestal Mount
 ▪ There is no need to cut a hole in your deck
 ▪Durable anodized aluminum with a 
brushed satin fi nish
 ▪ Pedestal locks into the mounting base and 
the grill or table locks to the pedestal
 ▪Grill or table is instantly removable from 
the pedestal with a simple push-button 
release
 ▪ Pedestal also is instantly removable from 
the mounting base with a push-bottom 
release that allows the pedestal to be 
unthreaded and removed for storage
 ▪ The low-profi le, threaded twist-lock 
surface mount base measure just 5/8" 
tall and 7' in diameter with a 5-3/4" bolt 
pattern
 ▪Made of durable anodized aluminum with 
a brushed satin fi nish
 ▪Height: 28"

MGP T10-185

Magma
Scotty Rod Holder Mount

 ▪Disconnects without tools for 
compact storage
 ▪Designed to stow with grill while 
underway
 ▪ Rod holder socket not included

MGP T10-365

Magma Pedestal Adapter
This simple but very eff ective adapter allows 
you to mount your Magma rectangular gas 
grill to your Garelick, Springfi eld or Todd pedestal. 

 ▪Made of 100% U.V. stabilized high density polyethylene 
 ▪ This adapter will not chip, crack or peel and is virtually 
indestructible 
 ▪ Stainless steel screws included
 ▪ 13.8" x 10.6" x .7"

MGP 10-180

Magma Rectangular Grill Mounts

Magma
Locking Extension Set

 ▪ Provides 6" of additional height
 ▪ 304 stainless steel tubing
 ▪ Secures your grill or table in place while 
allowing for quick convenient disassembly and 
storage
 ▪Designed for use with any Magma "Dual 
Mount" locking socket mount assembly

MGP T10-513

HD

Magma Flush Deck
Socket Mount

 ▪ Push button lock pin and includes a 
fl ange gasket with integral fl ip-up 
water seal cap
 ▪ Some fasteners required for complete installation

MGP T10-326
HD

Magma Dual Flush Deck
Socket Mount

 ▪ Push button lock pin to allow use 
while underway
 ▪ Includes a fl ange gasket with integral 
fl ip-up water seal cap
 ▪ Some fasteners required for complete installation 

MGP T10-526

HD

Magma
LeveLock Rod Holder Mount

 ▪Highly adjustable mount
 ▪ Strong, corrosion resistant, and 
versatile

NOTE: The "New Style" LeveLock, 
T10-355 is compatible with both the Bait/Filet Mate 
Tables and the new Tournament Series Cleaning Stations
MGP T10-355

HD

Magma Pow'rGrip/LeveLock
Rod Holder Mount
Mount adjusts and locks in place at 
both ends by joining the "LeveLock" 
adjustable fi sh rod holder mount, with 
the "Pow'rGrip" adjustable fi sh rod 
holder mount. This allows the "Pow'rGrip" portion of the 
mount to adjust to any size rod holder and lock in place, 
while the "LeveLock" portion of the mount, adjusts and 
locks your Magma rectangular grill.
MGP T10-375

HD

Heavy Duty - Designed specifi cally for grilling underwayHD
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Magma Kettle & Mounts

Magma Kettle 3 Grills
 ▪Waterproof Electronic Pulse Ignition 
System, lights fi rst time, every time
 ▪ Redesigned heavy-duty stainless 
steel inner lined double wall safety 
shell
 ▪ Burner, hi tech radiant plate, and 
dome heat distribution design; less 
fl are ups, longer grill life, perfect 
even heat distribution as a grill or 
direct open fl ame cooking as a stove
 ▪ "Stay Cool" cast 18-9 stainless steel 
handle with air cooled supports
 ▪ Control valve / regulator for increased grilling performance
 ▪ 100% 18-9 mirror polished stainless steel
 ▪ Swiveling, windproof turbo venturi tube and control valve/
regulator; virtually eliminates blow-outs
 ▪ Perfectly balanced hinged lid; will not slam shut
 ▪ Cast 18-9 stainless steel L-bracket mount clamp; indexed for 
positive non-slip level mounting
 ▪Magma's patented design utilizes both 
radiant and convection cooking; the hottest 
temperatures with the least amount of fuel, 
fast and effi  cient

Marine Kettle 3 - Original 15"
 ▪Dia: 15" x H: 12-5/8"
 ▪Grate dia: 13"
 ▪Grilling Area: 133 in2

MGP A10-207-3-CSA

Marine Kettle 3 - Party Size 17"
 ▪Dia: 17" x H: 14-5/8"
 ▪Grate dia: 15"
 ▪Grilling Area: 177 in2

MGP A10-217-3-CSA

Magma Kettle Grills
 ▪ Economy version of the Kettle 3
 ▪ Balanced hinged lid will not slam shut 
and will act as a windshield in gusty 
wind conditions
 ▪Windproof swiveling tubo venturi 
tube virtually eliminates blowouts, 
and places fuel and valve where it is 
convenient for you
 ▪ Radiant plate heat distribution design
 ▪ Combination grease catch pan/wind 
baffl  e keeps the wind gusts out while 
keeping the fl ames and grease in
 ▪ Patented Kettle design fully utilizes 
both radiant and convection cooking
 ▪Quickly comes to temperature, then heats the entire grill surface 
evenly while using the least amount of fuel
 ▪ 100% 18-9 mirror polished stainless steel

Marine Kettle - Original 15"
 ▪Dia: 15" x H: 12-1/2"
 ▪Grate dia: 13"
 ▪Grilling Area: 133 in2

MGP A10-205-CSA

Marine Kettle - Party Size 17"
 ▪Dia: 17" x H: 13-1/2"
 ▪Grate dia: 15"
 ▪Grilling Area: 177 in2

MGP A10-215-CSA

Magma
Double Locking Pedestal Kettle Mount
The pedestal locks into the mounting base 
and the grill locks to the pedestal. The grill is 
instantly removable from the pedestal with a 
simple push-button release. The pedestal also is 
instantly removable from the mounting base with 
a push-bottom release that allows the pedestal to 
be unthreaded and removed for storage. 
The low-profi le, threaded twist-lock 
surface mount base measure just 5/8" 
tall and 7" in diameter with a 5-3/4" bolt 
pattern. There is no need to cut a hole 
in your deck. Made of durable anodized 
aluminum with a brushed satin fi nish.
MGP A10-184

Parts:
Use the adapter and cap to optionally mount another table or grill to 
your pedestal.
MGP 10-187 Pedestal mounting plate

Magma
On Shore Stand

 ▪ Cook onshore with this 18-8 stainless 
steel and brass grill stand
 ▪ Easily collapses for fl at compact storage 
without tools

MGP A10-650

Magma Kettle Mounts

Magma off ers the largest selection of mounting options and
accessories to customize your grill to your boat.

Magma
Scotty Rod Holder Mount 

 ▪ Fit the popular Scotty mounts
 ▪Allows the "Marine Kettle" to be locked 
in 12 diff erent positions
 ▪Quickly disconnects for easy storage 
without tools
 ▪ Rod holder socket not included

MGP A10-165

Magma Round Rail Mounts
 ▪Quick-disconnect, all angle mounting
 ▪ Fits any angle railing and detaches 
quickly for storage without tools leaving 
no hardware on the rail

MGP A10-080 7/8" or 1" round rail
MGP A10-085 1-1/8" or 1-1/4" round rail
MGP A10-090 1-1/2" round rail
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Magma Kettle Mounts

Magma Pow'r Grip
Rod Holder Mount

 ▪ Fits most cylindrical type rod holders
 ▪Allows grills to mount in any direction 
from the rod holder
 ▪ Rod holder socket not included

MGP A10-175

Magma
Flush Deck Socket Mount

 ▪ Stainless detent pin lets the grill rotate 
and lock in 8 diff erent positions allowing 
it to be moved inboard and outboard
 ▪Mount includes a raincap
 ▪ Rod portion of mount quickly 
disconnects for compact storage
 ▪ Some fasteners required for installation

MGP A10-126

Magma
Socket Rod Holder Mount

 ▪ Fits the Tempress, Roberts and many 
other socket type rod holder mounts
 ▪ Locks in 12 diff erent positions
 ▪ Rod holder socket not included

MGP A10-160

Magma
Bulkhead or Square Rail Mount

 ▪Attach to any vertical fl at surface such 
as bulkheads, hulls, transoms or cabin 
sides
 ▪Also mounts to square or fl at rails
 ▪Horizontal rails to 2-1/4" high by any 
depth
 ▪Vertical rails up to 1- 5/8" wide by any depth
 ▪ Some fasteners required for installation.

MGP A10-240

Magma Grill Covers
 ▪Water and fade resistant Sunbrella boat cover material resists 
damage from sunlight and mildew
 ▪ 5 year warranty covers the fabric becoming unserviceable because 
of loss of colour or strength from normal exposure  conditions, 
including sunlight, mildew, rot and atmospheric chemicals
 ▪ 1 year warranty on all other components

A10-191RB

Description Captain's Navy Pacifi c Blue Royal Blue Jet Black

Trailmate, 9" x 12" - MGP A10-890PB MGP A10-890RB** MGP A10-890JB
Newport & Chefmate, 9" x 18" MGP A10-990CN MGP A10-990PB - MGP A10-990JB
Catalina,12" x 18" MGP A10-1290CN MGP A10-1290PB - MGP A10-1290JB
Original Size Kettle MGP A10-191CN MGP A10-191PB MGP A10-191RB** MGP A10-191JB
Party Size Kettle - - MGP A10-492RB** MGP A10-492JB
* Limited Quantity

A10-890RB A10-990JB A10-990JB
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Magma Stainless Steel
Induction Cookware

MGP A10-362-IND

7 Piece

7 Piece Set Components
 ▪ 2 quart sauce pan
 ▪ 5 quart stock pot
 ▪ 10" sauté / fry pan
 ▪ Lid for sauce pan
 ▪ Lid for stock pot and saute/ fry pan
 ▪ 1 removable handle
 ▪ "Bungee" storage cord

10 Piece Set Components
 ▪ 1-1/2 quart sauce pan 
 ▪ 2 quart sauce pan
 ▪ 3 quart sauce pan
 ▪ 5 quart stock pot
 ▪ 10" sauté / fry pan
 ▪ Lid for stock pot and saute/ fry pan
 ▪ Universal lid for sauce pans
 ▪ 2 removable handles
 ▪ "Bungee" storage cord

"Nesting" Cookware Sets:
 ▪ Sealed triple clad bottoms, for even heat distribution
 ▪ Oven friendly and dishwasher safe
 ▪ Stores in less than 1/2 cubic foot of cabinet space

Induction Cookware
 ▪ Encapsulated Tri-Clad bottoms (Stainless Steel, 
Aluminum, and Magnetic Stainless Steel) 
for perfect heat distribution.

 ▪ For Gas, Electric, Ceramic, or Induction cook tops

Magma Stainless Steel 
Induction Cookware w/Ceramica Non-Stick

 ▪ 18-10 Stainless steel with a coloured exterior and 
Ferromagnetic stainless steel base for use on Induction 
cooking systems as well as Gas, Electric and Ceramic tops
 ▪Heavy duty Non-Toxic, PFOA, and PTFE free, Ceramica non-
stick
 ▪ Encapsulated Triple-Clad bottoms (Stainless Steel, 
Aluminum, and Magnetic Stainless Steel) milled perfectly fl at 
for perfect heat distribution 
 ▪ 3 no-skid pot protectors included

MGP A10-366-JB-2-IND Jet Black
MGP A10-366-MR-2-IND Magma Red

10 Piece

Magma
Pro Stainless Steel w/Ceramica Non-Stick
Same feature set as the stainless steel but coated with heavy duty 
non-toxic Ceramica non-stick.

 ▪ 3 no-skid pot protectors included
MGP A10-366-2 Stainless / Black Ceramica

10 Piece

Magma Stainless Steel
Induction Cookware

MGP A10-360L-IND

10 Piece

Magma Pot Protectors
 ▪ Flexible protectors keep pots and pans free of damage
 ▪No-skid logo surface prevents cookware from shifting
 ▪ Specifi cally designed for cookware's nesting function
 ▪Use as trivets when serving meals

MGP A10-368

Magma
Cookware Parts
MGP 10-361 Cookware removeable handle

Magma Padded Cookware Carry Case
 ▪ Fits all Magma nesting cookware sets and accessories
 ▪ 100% heavy duty 600-Denier polyester fabric construction
 ▪ (2) removable internal corner compartments for storing up to (4) 
removable handles

MGP A10-364

Magma Accessories
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Magma Serving Shelves with
Removable Cutting Board

 ▪ 18-8 stainless steel detachable serving 
shelf with UV stabilized high-density, 
FDA approved polyethylene
 ▪Attaches and detaches instantly for quick 
and easy clean-up or storage
 ▪ Stores inside of grill when not in use

MGP A10-901 12" (for Trailmate)
MGP A10-902 17-1/4" (All rectangular grills except Trailmate)

Magma Fish and Veggie Grill Tray
 ▪Use the grill tray and never again worry about 
small items falling through the grilling surface
 ▪ Can be used as an oven pizza tray or cooking 
sheet
 ▪ 304 stainless steel 
 ▪ Comes with a rubber coated, 
removable handle
 ▪Oven safe and dishwasher friendly 

MGP A10-297 8" x 17"

Magma Non-Stick Griddles
 ▪ Constructed entirely of cast
400 series aluminum
 ▪Heavy duty "Non-Stick" coating
 ▪ Reversible; griddle side or grill side
 ▪Deep channels keep grease away from 
cooking area
 ▪High tapered rim keeps food in place
 ▪ Removable, rubber coated, stainless 
steel handle
 ▪Dishwater and oven safe

MGP A10-195 8" x 17"
MGP A10-197 11" x 17"

MGP A10-196 11-1/2" diameter

Magma
Gourmet Stainless Meat Thermometer

 ▪ Large easy to view 2" face with °F and  °C Scales 
and red temperature indicator
 ▪ Set the indicator to a desired temperature and when 
the needle reaches this point, cooking is complete

MGP A10-275

Magma Nesting Saute Pan
Designed to nest and store inside any Magma cookware set, 
constructed of 18-10 mirror polished stainless steel, and uses 
Magma's removable handle (supplied with cookware sets). The 
pan is equipped with a heavy duty non-toxic, PFOA, and PTFE 
free Light Grey Ceramica non-stick coating. The encapsulated 
triple-clad base has been milled perfectly fl at for superior even heat 
distribution on standard gas, regular electric, or ceramic cook tops. 
MGP A10-369-2**

* Limited Quantity

Magma Bait/Filet Mate Table with LeveLock Mount 
This table is supplied with the LeveLock all-angle fi sh rod holder 
mount, which has been manufactured using heat-treated stainless 
steel and hard-anodized aluminum for superior corrosion resistance. 
It's quick release cam-action design allows convenient all-angle 
adjustment when in use or simply folds fl at for storage. The 1-1/2" 
(38 mm) 304 stainless steel tube has 8 diff erent rotation positions 
and fi ts most cross-pin type rod holders. 

 ▪ 100% Uv stabilized compression molded high-density black 
colour core polyethylene with a white cap layer
 ▪ FDA approved for food preparation and service
 ▪Will not crack, peel, mildew, absorb bacteria, or fi sh odors
 ▪ Pliers storage and (2) knife holsters
 ▪Grooved sides and slotted table back for overboard drainage
 ▪ 20" x 12-3/4" (50.8 cm  x  32.4 cm)

MGP T10-312B

Magma
Nesting Stainless Steel Colander

 ▪ 100% 18-10 stainless steel
 ▪Use with any Magma 5qt stock pot for 
preparing pastas or steaming vegetables
 ▪Designed to nest and store inside any Magma 
cookware set
 ▪ Collapsible easy-use stainless steel handle

MGP A10-367

Magma
5 Piece Telescoping Grill Tools & Storage Case Set

 ▪ Telescoping professional quality-grilling tools
 ▪Manufactured with 18-9 marine grade mirror polished stainless 
steel with rubberized soft touch handles 
 ▪ Choose from (3) usable telescoping lengths for grilling then 
collapse to shortest length for space saving storage
 ▪ Set includes: Spatula, tongs, fork, grill brush and carrying case.

MGP A10-132T

Magma Accessories
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Magma Storage Bag
 ▪ Safe, convenient and essential for boats 
without approved propane or butane gas 
storage lockers
 ▪ Stows 3  disposable butane or propane 
canisters safely  out-over-the-water
 ▪Made of water and fade resistant  heavy duty nautical blue 
polyester boat cover material
 ▪Has heavy nylon adjustable straps with snap connectors for 
attaching to a horizontal rail or lifeline

MGP A10-210PB

Magma
Padded Kettle & Accessory Carry Case

 ▪ Fits most portable kettle grills 17" and 
under 
 ▪ 100% polyester fabric with thick padding 
for maximum protection 
 ▪Heavy-duty zippers 
 ▪ Transports and stores grill, mounts, and 
grilling accessories 
 ▪ Large main compartment for grill 
 ▪Additional storage pockets for griddle, fi sh 
and veggie grill tray, grill tools, control valve/regulators, 
and disposable 1 lb. fuel canisters

MGP A10-991

Magma
Grilling Mitt

 ▪ 100% quilted heat resistant cotton 
 ▪ Silicone palm/thumb with magma "M" 
logo for added heat protection
 ▪ Embroidered Magma logo
 ▪Design allows for use with either hand
 ▪ Convenient hanging loop
 ▪ Sold by the each

MGP A10-287JB Jet Black

Magma
Grilling Towel

 ▪ Plush super soft 100% cotton
 ▪ Super absorbent, scratch free, lint free
 ▪  Machine washable
 ▪ 304 stainless steel hanging eyelet
 ▪ 2/pkg, 16" x 22" towels

MGP A10-288JB Jet Black

Magma
Padded Grill & Accessory Carry Cases

 ▪Outfi tted with a large storage 
compartment for a grill, pockets for 
storing a serving shelf, griddle, fi sh/ 
veggie tray
 ▪ Includes an additional side pocket for 
storing up to (2) 1lb. propane canisters 
and (2) control valve/ regulators
 ▪ Thick padding and heavy duty 
carrying handles and strap

MGP A10-992 For grills maximum 9" x 18"
MGP A10-1292 For grills maximum 12" x 18"
MGP A10-1293 For grills maximum 12" x 24"

 A10-992

Proud Grill Stainless Skewers
 ▪Head design allows for easy turning on the grill
 ▪ Prevents food from falling off  the grill
 ▪ Serve from grill to plate
 ▪ Stainless steel, dishwasher safe
 ▪ 12.5"
 ▪ 2 per package

PRO 5020C

Proud Grill Smart Ignition Lighter
 ▪ Electric arc ignition technology
 ▪ Butane free - no smell or refi lling
 ▪ Flexible 360 degree neck
 ▪ Rechargeable USB cord included
 ▪Wind proof
 ▪ Safety switch system

PRO 6011C

Magma Accessories
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Magma LPG Control Valves
For preregulated, low pressure, on-board LPG (propane) systems. These 
stainless steel and brass control valves are designed to connect to the low 
pressure side of the regulator.  Hose and fi ttings not included.

Type 3

NOTE: 
Magma discourages the use of high pressure propane lines on board boats.  
They recommend only pre-regulated, low-pressure, propane lines properly 
installed to American Boat and Yacht Council (ABYC) safety standards.  High 
pressure propane hoses should be limited to "on-shore" applications.

Magma LPG Low Pressure Gas Grill Connection Kit
Used in conjunction with the correct Type 3 control valve 
(see below), this kit allows you to connect 
your Magma gas grill into your on-board, 
preregulated, low pressure LPG (propane) 
system.  Includes all necessary brass fi ttings, 
safety shutoff  valve and 10 feet (3 m) of 
preassembled, leak tested hose. 
MGP A10-225

Magma Gourmet & Connoisseur Parts

Replacement Parts
TrailMate
A10-801

ChefsMate
A10-803

Newport
A10-918L / LS

Catalina
A10-1218L

Monterey
A10-1225L

Valve/Regulator for 
Canisters Type 1 MGP 10-262 MGP 10-263 MGP 10-263 MGP 10-264 MGP 10-265

Grill MGP 10-955 x 2 MGP 10-955 x 3 MGP 10-954 x 3 MGP 10-1254 x 3 MGP 10-1254 x 4

Pizo Igniter - - MGP 10-960 MGP 10-960 MGP 10-960
Electronic Igniter - - MGP 10-904 MGP 10-904 MGP 10-904

Electronic Igniter Kit - - MGP 10-960-R MGP 10-960-R -
Grease Pan MGP 10-924 MGP 10-961 MGP 10-961 MGP 10-961 MGP 10-961

Radiant Plate MGP 10-923 MGP 10-964 MGP 10-965 MGP 10-965 MGP 10-1065*
Anti-Flare Plate: Centre - - MGP 10-956C - -

Anti-Flare Plate: Left - - MGP 10-956L - -
Anti-Flare Plate: Right - - MGP 10-956R - -

Burner MGP 10-927 MGP 10-957 MGP 10-957 MGP 10-957 MGP 10-1057
Thermometer  -  - MGP 10-1270 MGP 10-1270 MGP 10-1270
Warming Rack  -  -  - MGP 10-1271 MGP 10-1071
Accessories

Low Pressure Valve for LPG Bottles Type 3 MGP A10-220 MGP A10-220 MGP A10-223 MGP A10-224
LPG 10' Hose Conversion Kit for above item. Type 

3 MGP A10-225 MGP A10-225 MGP A10-225 MGP A10-225

* Request Item

Parts:
MGP 10-466 Radiant plate assembly for A10-105/205

Type 1
Magma Kettle Parts

Replacement Parts
Marine Kettle (Original)

A10-207
Marine Kettle (Party)

A10-217

Valve/Regulator for Canisters Type 1 MGP 10-263 MGP 10-263
Grill MGP 10-253 MGP 10-453

Pizo Igniter MGP 10-960 MGP 10-960
Retro-fi t Electronic Igniter kit (not original equipment) MGP 10-905 MGP 10-905

Grease Pan MGP 10-161 MGP 10-161
Radiant Plate & Dome MGP 10-665 MGP 10-765

Venturi Tube MGP 10-160 MGP 10-160
Burner MGP 10-657 MGP 10-657

Accessories

Low Pressure Valve for LPG Bottles Type 3 MGP A10-220 MGP A10-220
LPG 10' Hose Conversion Kit for above item. Type 3 MGP A10-225 MGP A10-225

10-905
10-160

10-161

10-960

10-657

10-765

Magma Accessories
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Plancha

Force 10
Marine Grill or Plancha

 ▪Output: 12,000 BTU
 ▪ Iginition: Electronic
 ▪Heavy gauge stainless steel 
construction
 ▪ Stainless steel burner
 ▪ Integrated folding legs
 ▪W: 20-5/8" x D: 15" x H: 15"

Grill
 ▪ Removable grease tray
 ▪ Cooking surface: 17.3" x 11.4"
 ▪Net Weight: 21.6 lbs

FOR F56258* Grill

Plancha
 ▪ Enamel coated cast plate
 ▪ Integrated drip cup
 ▪ Cooking surface: 17.3" x 10.8"
 ▪Net Weight: 28.6 lbs

FOR F56222* Plancha

Accessories:
 ▪ Stainless steel rail mount

FOR K5620*

 ▪ Cover, black
FOR HCB56*

* Request Item

Grill

Boaties
Cooking Pans

 ▪Heavy guage aluminium with stainless steel
base gives an even and stable heat transfer 
 ▪High quality non-stick surface ensures a longer pan life
 ▪ Stainless steel induction base allows use on all hobs
 ▪ Compact ovenproof handle easy to grip and high enough to clear 
a fi ddle rail (fry pan)(Maximum 220°C)
 ▪Optional stainless steel lid can be easily positioned to vent steam

BOA BAKING PAN 31 x 21 x 6 cm, with removeable handle
BOA FRY PAN 25 x 20 x 4.5 cm, with fi xed handle
BOA LID 25 x 20 cm

FRY PAN

BAKING PAN
with removeable handle

 ▪ "L" Bracket & Clamp
MGP 10-664 Heavy duty

 ▪ Lever, Nylon Washer & Nut
MGP 10-043 Standard

 ▪ Round, plastic rail adapter
MGP 10-047 7/8" to 1" or 1-1/8" to 1-1/4"

 ▪ Replacement temperature gauge for 
Catalina/Newport grills

MGP 10-1270-2-GS

 ▪ Flame defl ector for A10 series
MGP 12-258

Magma Parts & Accessories

 ▪ Replacement parts for the "Original Size" 
(A10-007/008/027)

MGP 10-153 Cooking grate

Refl ective Silver Umbrella

 ▪All the features of the above but with a 
100% UV block protective silver coating on 
the acrylic nylon canopy
 ▪ 100% UV block protective coating keeps 
area under canopy up to 6.5° C cooler

MGP B10-403

Magma
Cockpit Umbrellas

 ▪New larger, stronger square design
 ▪ Fade resistant UV protected acrylic nylon
 ▪ Entire canopy reinforced to each corner 
 ▪Venting mesh windproof design
 ▪ Four corner tie-down attachment points
 ▪ 2-Piece fi berglass shaft with chrome brass joint
 ▪Quick release all-angle round rail mount
 ▪ Easily adjusts to any position
 ▪Matching storage case included
 ▪ 6' diameter top with 5' fi breglass shaft
 ▪ Fits 7/8" or 1" railings

MGP B10-404 Jet Black
MGP B10-405 Pacifi c Blue

Rail Mount
Set Vertical

Magma Accessories / Boaties / Force 10 Barbecues
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Kuuma
Stow N' Go 160 Grill

 ▪ Stainless steel construction, fully assembled
 ▪ Integrated folding legs for tabletop use (rail mount available)
 ▪ Features, grease tray, latching lid and stay-cool handle
 ▪Use with disposable 1 lb. propane canisters or larger refi llable 
tanks (Canisters, tanks and hoses sold separately)
 ▪ Cooking Surface Area: 160 square inches
 ▪Dimensions: 23.25" L x 11.25" D x 11" H
 ▪Weight: 16 lbs

KUU 58134
KUU 58135 With thermometer and igniter

Parts:
KUU 58356 Regulator

Kuuma
Quick-Release Rail Grill Mount

 ▪Allows you to quickly mount and dismount your grill without 
unscrewing any hardware and without the use of tools
 ▪ Features a quick-release knob for fast and easy set-up and break-
down
 ▪ Constructed of anodized aluminum with stainless hardware
 ▪ Fits many other popular grills
 ▪Works with any square or round rail 7/8" to 1-1/4"

KUU 58195

Kuuma Pedestal Mount
 ▪Anodized aluminum, stainless steel, and plastic
 ▪Works with all Kuuma Stow N' Go and Profi le Series Grills
 ▪Height: 30"
 ▪ Supplied with mounting hardware, and quick-release base
 ▪ Requires 4x 1/4" or 5/16" fasteners

KUU 58184

Kuuma Inboard/Outboard
Rail Grill Mount

 ▪Anodized aluminum, with s/s hardware
 ▪ For use with 7/8" - 1-1/4" horizontal 
round or square rail
 ▪ Inboard/outboard style mount is designed 
to allow your grill to hang outside the rail, helping to protect 
fi breglass from spills and splatters

KUU 58182

Kuuma Rod Holder Mount
 ▪Anodized aluminum, with s/s hardware
 ▪Works with most 60° rod holders with cross 
pins
 ▪Adjustable height

KUU 58180

Kuuma Direct Above Rail Grill Mount
 ▪Anodized aluminum, with s/s hardware
 ▪Mounts on any 7/8" - 1-1/4" round or square 
horizontal rail

KUU 58181

Kuuma
Elite 216 Grill

 ▪ Stainless steel construction, fully assembled
 ▪ Integrated folding legs for tabletop use only, other mounts (rail, 
rod, or pedestal) available
 ▪ Full-featured grill off ers a simple control knob for precise heat 
control, removable warming rack, built-in thermometer, piezo 
igniter, removable liner, grease tray, latching lid, and stay-cool 
handle
 ▪Use with disposable 1 lb. propane canisters or larger refi llable 
tanks (canisters, tanks, and hoses sold separately)
 ▪ Cooking Surface Area: 167 in2 primary (14.5" x 11.5") plus 50 
in2 secondary (15.5" x 3.25")
 ▪Dimensions: L: 22" x W: 15" x H: 13" 
 ▪Weight: 21 lbs

KUU 58154

Kuuma
Stow N' Go 125 Grill

 ▪ Stainless steel construction, fully assembled
 ▪ Integrated folding legs for tabletop use only, other mounts (rail, 
rod, or pedestal) available
 ▪ Features grease tray, latching lid, and stay-cool handle
 ▪Use with disposable 1 lb. propane canisters or larger refi llable 
tanks (canisters, tanks, and hoses sold separately)
 ▪ Cooking Surface Area: 125 in2 (13.75" x 9.25")
 ▪Dimensions: L: 19.75" x W: 11.25" x H: 11" 
 ▪Weight: 13 lbs

KUU 58146

Kuuma Grills
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Spitfi re 180 Marine Grill
▪ 20 gauge stainless steel 
▪Mirror polished top with a grain 
fi nished bottom
▪ Front and side cool touch handles
▪ Electronic ignition
▪ Thermometer
▪ 1/4" rod grills
▪ Removable drip tray
▪Will not blow out in the wind
▪ Includes black vinyl cover
▪ Three year warranty on burners
▪ 180 square inches of cooking surface
▪ 11,000 BTU of wind proof grilling
▪Weight: 30 lbs
▪W: 24" (Overall) x H: 13" x D: 14.75"
DIC 00-SPT-180

Accessories:
DIC 15-180A S/S & plastic food/drink tray, 15" x 7-3/4"

Includes deck legs
Dickinson Pedestal Mount
▪Measures: 5" x 5" x 32" 
▪Quick release latch for BBQ 
▪ Screw threaded base plate 
▪Anodized aluminum construction
DIC 15-150B

Dickinson Mounts & Accessories
Universal Rail Mount

▪Made for use with any Dickinson BBQ
▪Mounts on square or round rails, 7/8" to 1"
▪Mounts horizontal or vertical
▪Quick release snap latch for easy removal
DIC 15-150A

'Scotty' Post & Socket Mount

▪Made for use with any Dickinson BBQ
▪Attaches to a 'Scotty' type rod holder 
▪Quick release snap latch for easy removal
▪Universal knuckle allows positioning at any angle
DIC 15-150P

Fishing Rod Holder Mount

▪Made for use with any Dickinson BBQ
▪Attaches to most types of rod holders 
▪Quick release snap latch for easy removal
▪Knuckle allows positioning at any angle
DIC 15-150F

Taff  Rail Mount With Sockets

▪ Stand off  mount for cap or taff  rails
▪ Stainless steel tubes and sockets
▪ Rails slide out and fold for storage
DIC 15-187

Dickinson
Sea-B-Que Grills
▪ Stainless steel propane marine barbecue/oven
▪ Standard features including nonstick, no-fl are cooking 

surface, removable drip tray and deck legs & roll away hood
Large
▪ 11,000 BTU
▪ Cooking surface: 20" x 11" (227 sq. in.)
▪Overall: W: 28" x D: 12" x H: 14"
▪Weight: 26 lbs
DIC 00-SBQ-L
Small
▪ 10,000 BTU
▪ Cooking surface: 16" x 9-1/4" (148 sq. in.)
▪Overall: W: 24" x D: 10" x H: 12"
▪Weight: 18 lbs
DIC 00-SBQ-S

 00-SBQ-S

Dickinson Accessories

DIC 15-080 Drip tray for small/large SEA-B-QUE
DIC 15-103* Ignitor assembly for round BBQ
DIC 15-120 Universal BBQ thermometer
DIC 15-130 Black replacement hood knob
DIC 15-173 Sea-B-QUE Mount sockets
DIC 15-184 Large SEA-B-QUE cover
DIC 15-185 Small SEA-B-QUE cover
DIC 15-180 Small food/drink tray with utensil hooks
DIC 15-181 Large food/drink tray with utensil hooks
DIC 15-182-P ♦ Small porcelain grill section
DIC 15-182-S ♦ Small S/S grill section
DIC 15-183-P ♦ Large porcelain grill section
DIC 15-183-S ♦ Large S/S grill section
DIC 15-061 Replacement burner – small
DIC 15-060 Replacement burner – large
DIC 15-101 Igniter assembly for large & small SEA-B-QUE
DIC 15-110 Regulator w/knob
DIC 15-201 Aussie grill, S/S for SBQL, 9.5" x 11"
DIC 15-202** Aussie grill, S/S for SBQR, 13" diameter
DIC 15-203 Aussie grill, S/S for SPT 180-G, 8" x 11"

* Request Item
** Limited Quantity
♦ Small & large BBQ's require 4 sections for a complete grill

Dickinson Grills and Accessories


